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Pillole dall’ultimo rapporto

Consob sulla corporate

governance delle società

quotate italianedi Angela Ciavarella, Nadia

Linciano e Rossella Signoretti

03/03/2016 17:42

Il quarto Rapporto Consob sulla corporate governance presenta,

come di consueto, una ricognizione approfondita in materia di

assetti proprietari, organi sociali, assemblee e operazioni con

parti correlate delle società quotate italiane. Le evidenze raccolte

in parte confermano taluni fenomeni strutturali, in parte lasciano

emergere cambiamenti, talvolta apprezzabili soprattutto in

un’ottica di lungo periodo, prodottisi su impulso del mercato o di

innovazioni regolamentari. Di seguito si riportano i messaggi

principali del Rapporto.

Si conferma l’elevata concentrazione degli assetti

proprietari delle società italiane quotate…

A fine 2014 le società italiane quotate risultano controllate

nell’83% dei casi o da un azionista detentore di una

partecipazione superiore al 50% (116 società su 238) o da un

azionista in grado di esercitare un’influenza dominante (51 casi)

o da una coalizione di azionisti (32 casi).

… e la prevalenza delle famiglie quali azionisti di controllo

… 

Le famiglie si confermano ‘ultimate controlling shareholders’

nella maggioranza delle imprese (61%), prevalentemente piccole

società industriali. Lo Stato è azionista di riferimento nelle

imprese di maggiori dimensioni operanti nel settore dei servizi,

mentre più della metà delle società finanziarie risulta non

controllata.

… a fronte di taluni cambiamenti, riguardanti soprattutto il

peso delle coalizioni e delle imprese a proprietà dispersa.

Continua a diminuire il peso delle coalizioni, in termini sia

numerici sia di capitalizzazione (rispettivamente, da 51 nel 2010

a 32 nel 2014 e dal 12,5% al 9,6% della capitalizzazione di

mercato), mentre aumenta quello delle imprese a proprietà

dispersa (widely held companies), il cui numero e la cui incidenza

sulla capitalizzazione di mercato hanno raggiunto i valori più

elevati negli ultimi cinque anni (rispettivamente, 13 e 24%).

È aumentata la partecipazione degli investitori istituzionali

stranieri al capitale degli emittenti quotati italiani …

Il numero di imprese con almeno un investitore istituzionale

straniero è progressivamente aumentato, portandosi da 47 nel

2009 a 71 nel 2014, mentre è diminuito il dato relativo alla

presenza di investitori istituzionali italiani, presenti in 57 società

nel 2009 e 34 nel 2014. Questa ricomposizione ha lasciato

inalterata la partecipazione complessiva degli investitori

istituzionali al capitale degli emittenti quotati italiani: a fine 2014

tali investitori sono presenti in 94 società (92 nel 2009), con una

quota media pari al 7% (6,4% nel 2009).

… a fronte del perdurante declino dell’utilizzo di

meccanismi di separazione tra proprietà e controllo,

sebbene…

A fine 2014 la quota di società appartenenti a gruppi piramidali

o alla parte verticale di gruppi misti risulta dimezzata rispetto al

1998: rispettivamente, il 19% delle imprese a fronte del 38,5%

nel 1998, mentre la relativa capitalizzazione è passata dal 78% al

61,5%. Nello stesso periodo, sono diminuiti anche il numero

medio di imprese appartenenti a gruppi verticali (da 3,3 a 2,9), la

leva media (da 3,5 a 1,8) e il wedge medio (da 24,2% a 15,9%).

Continua a contrarsi anche il numero di società che ricorrono

all’emissione di azioni privilegiate o di risparmio (23 a fine 2014).

Complessivamente, le imprese che emettono azioni prive di voto

e/o che sono parte di gruppi verticali sono meno del 20%

e registrano una differenza tra diritti di voto e diritti ai flussi di

cassa pari in media al 19,2%.

… le previsioni del Decreto Competitività abbiano

consentito l’emissione di azioni a voto multiplo, introdotte

da alcune società nei primi sei mesi del 2015.

Nel 2014 il Decreto Competitività ha concesso alle società

quotate la facoltà di attribuire a coloro che sono azionisti da

almeno due anni fino a due voti per azione (azioni a voto

maggiorato o loyalty shares). Inoltre, le imprese neo-quotate

possono emettere azioni a voto multiplo che attribuiscono al

detentore fino a tre voti per azione (azioni a voto plurimo o 

multiple voting shares). Nei primi sei mesi del 2015, 17 imprese

quotate hanno modificato lo statuto introducendo le loyalty

shares, mentre una sola impresa ha previsto l’emissione di

multiple voting shares.

Le dimensioni dei consigli di amministrazione delle società

quotate italiane risultano in linea con gli anni precedenti…

A fine 2014, gli organi di amministrazione delle società quotate

risultano composti in media da 10 membri; fra questi, 5 sono

indipendenti e meno di 2 sono amministratori di minoranza.

Amministratori interlockers sono presenti nei due terzi delle

imprese quotate e ricoprono mediamente due incarichi.

… mentre continua ad aumentare la diversità di genere…

Grazie all’applicazione della legge 120/2011, a fine giugno 2015,

il 27,6% dei posti di consigliere è ricoperto da donne (11,6% nel
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2012). Inoltre, nella quasi totalità delle imprese, almeno una

donna siede nel board.

… sebbene le donne con incarichi esecutivi rimangano

largamente minoritarie.

A metà 2015 le donne che ricoprono il ruolo di amministratore

delegato sono soltanto 16, prevalentemente in imprese di minori

dimensioni, mentre la maggioranza è amministratore

indipendente.

La crescente diversità di genere si riflette anche su altri

aspetti della board diversity, relativi a età, istruzione e 

background professionale degli amministratori…

A fine 2014 gli amministratori hanno in media 57 anni, sono

prevalentemente italiani, laureati nell’85% dei casi e in possesso

di un titolo di studio post-laurea nel 18% dei casi. Un

amministratore su due è laureato in economia; seguono i laureati

in legge (15,8%) e in ingegneria (13%). Con riguardo al profilo

professionale, il 73% degli amministratori può essere classificato

come manager, il 18,6% come professionista/consulente e l’8%

come accademico. Gli amministratori nominati dopo l’entrata in

vigore della legge 120/2011, in particolare le donne, sono più

giovani e istruiti dei colleghi di nomina antecedente e si

caratterizzano per un background professionale più

frequentemente riconducibile al profilo del professionista e del

consulente.

… e concorre a ridurre l’incidenza degli amministratori

family, ossia degli amministratori che sono anche azionisti

di controllo o che sono legati ad azionisti di controllo da

rapporti di parentela.

A fine 2014, gli amministratori family rappresentano iI 16% dei

membri dei consigli di amministrazione (361 sui 2.233 censiti); il

dato risulta lievemente superiore per gli uomini (17% versus il

15% rilevato per il sottogruppo delle amministratrici). Gli

amministratori family (indipendentemente dal genere) sono

mediamente meno istruiti rispetto ai non-family, come emerge

dai dati relativi al possesso di un diploma di laurea (riferibile al

69% dei family e all’88% dei non-family) e di un titolo di studio

post-lauream (rispettivamente, 14% e 19%), e hanno un profilo

manageriale nella maggior parte dei casi.

In generale, la diversity degli organi di amministrazione

presenta una certa variabilità in funzione del settore

e degli assetti proprietari dell’impresa. 

Le società operanti nel settore dei servizi si caratterizzano per

una maggiore presenza di amministratori stranieri, laureati e in

possesso di un master e/o dottorato. Con riferimento all’identità

dell’azionista di controllo, le società controllate da istituzioni

finanziarie presentano boards più istruiti, più giovani e con una

maggiore presenza di stranieri. Al contrario, nelle imprese non

controllate o di tipo familiare, gli amministratori sono meno

frequentemente laureati, sono più anziani e le donne sono meno

rappresentate.

In linea con i dati del triennio precedente, le assemblee

delle società a capitalizzazione medio-alta tenutesi nel

2015 evidenziano un aumento della partecipazione degli

investitori istituzionali esteri…

La presenza degli investitori istituzionali ha superato il 20% del

capitale in assemblea. Il fenomeno è principalmente dovuto

all’aumentata partecipazione degli investitori istituzionali esteri,

passata dal 12% nel 2012 all’attuale 19,7%, mentre la

partecipazione degli istituzionali italiani rimane stabile attorno

all’1%. Parallelamente, il numero di società alla cui assemblea ha

partecipato almeno un investitore istituzionale è passato da 35

nel 2012 a 48 nel 2015.

… e una dinamica del say-on-pay (ossia del giudizio sulle

politiche retributive della società) espresso dagli

investitori istituzionali differente in funzione della

dimensione delle società.

Nel 2015, il consenso espresso dagli investitori istituzionali è in

media leggermente diminuito rispetto allo scorso anno, avendo

votato a favore della politica sulla remunerazione il 67,1% degli

investitori istituzionali (69% nel 2014). Gli investitori istituzionali

hanno votato contro la politica sulla remunerazione per il 28,1%

delle azioni detenute e si sono astenuti per il 2,6% delle azioni.

In linea con gli andamenti passati, il dissenso sulla politica di

remunerazione – comprensivo di voti contrari e astensioni –

continua a ridursi nelle blue chips, mentre tende ad aumentare

nelle imprese a media capitalizzazione. Il dissenso degli

investitori (inclusi gli istituzionali) è maggiore nelle società di

servizi, mentre è sensibilmente inferiore nelle società finanziarie.

Rispetto al modello di controllo, voti contrari e astensioni

risultano maggiori nelle società weakly controlled, dove

raggiungono il 13% circa del capitale presente in assemblea

e oltre il 38% del capitale rappresentato dagli investitori

istituzionali.

Infine, il dissenso espresso in assemblea sia dagli investitori tutti

sia dagli investitori istituzionali è più basso nelle società dove è

presente almeno un amministratore di minoranza, mentre è più

elevato quando i consiglieri indipendenti sono in maggioranza

nel board.

Risposta dell’AIFIRM al

consultative document

“Interest rate risk in the

banking book” del Comitato

di Basilea sulla vigilanza

bancariadi Domenico Curcio e Igor Gianfrancesco

03/03/2016 17:42

Executive summary

AIFIRM believes that the a Pillar 2 approach, where banks are

allowed, subject to supervisory approval, to use internal

measurement systems (IMS) for assessing their ability to cover

potential losses from IRRBB, is the best suited option. In fact, the

standardization associated with a Pillar 1 approach would lead to

a lower precision of the risk exposure estimate and a poorer

comprehension of the factors that determine it. By adopting

a Pillar 1 approach, there is a higher probability that banks set

aside an amount of internal capital that either underestimates or

overestimates its appropriate amount, entailing a potential threat

to the overall banking stability and an unnecessary reduction in
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lending capacity, respectively.

AIFIRM welcomes the consideration of multiple scenarios

because it is a step forward in the comprehension of risk

determinants. The new mathematical framework allows to obtain

a measure of risk exposure that is more consistent with the level

of interest rates observed on the evaluation date and, therefore,

represents an important improvement, if compared with the

current one, which is based on unrealistic duration coefficients.

The new framework can also be easily integrated within banks’

IMS for the implementation of more sophisticated methodologies.

The Association believes that option n. 4 is the best-suited among

those proposed by the Committee to calculate minimum capital

requirements because it allows the net interest profit (NIP) to

reduce minimum capital requirements associated with the

change to economic value of equity (EVE) and earnings. This

approach is based on the presence of many positions

characterized by locked-in margins, which will generate

a positive interest income even when EVE is at its highest.

Following this method, minimum capital requirements are more

consistent with banks’ actual riskiness and banks’ credit supply

is calibrated in a more appropriate way. Within a Pillar

2 approach, minimum capital requirements may be based on

both: i) stressed scenarios of changes in the key-rates that are

consistent with the six proposed scenarios, in terms of both

shock magnitude and structure, and ii) scenarios obtained

through banks’ internal measurement systems. However, AIFIRM

believes that further discussions and analyses on the NIP

calibration are necessary.

As concerns the treatment of the items characterized by

behavioral options, AIFIRM recognizes the utility of introducing

some constraints in modelling non-maturity deposits (NMDs),

even in cases of banks’ own internal representations, since they

could contribute to the reduction of the model risk. However,

they seem to be too conservative giving rise, even in the

discretionary approach, to a unique representation of NMDs.

According to AIFIRM, based on the analysis of historical data of

the Italian banking market: i) the allocation of the repricing

component of NMDs may be led by the interest rate pass-through

that follows a change in the reference market rate; ii) the core

component of NMDs should include not only the fraction of

non-maturity deposits that are stable, but also the portion that

reprice, with a certain sluggishness, when the reference market

rate changes. Finally, as regards positions other than NMDs, the

Association agrees with the choice to model their optionalities

using a two step approach.

Within the supported solution of an enhanced Pillar 2 capital

framework, AIFIRM believes that public disclosure on a regular

basis of a bank’s IRRBB risk profile, key measurement

assumptions, qualitative and quantitative assessment of IRRBB

levels and quantitative disclosure of IRRBB metrics, is crucial.

Banks should describe in detail the qualitative information

required in BCBS (2015) for disclosure purposes since these are

issues of particular relevance in estimating banks’ risk exposure.

As for the quantitative information, if appropriate public

disclosure is important, disclosure of standardized calculation

could be misleading. By using the standardized calculation, the

proposed Pillar 2 approach is no different from the proposed

Pillar 1. Supporting a “true” Pillar II approach, AIFIRM believes

that banks’ internal measurement and management of IRRBB are

those which ought to be disclosed.

This document is organized as follows: paragraph 1 comments on

the choice between a Pillar 1 and a Pillar 2 solutions; in section

2, we discuss some of the main issues associated with the

interest rate scenario design; section 3 deals with the

specification of minimum capital requirements; in section 4 we

analyze the treatment of the positions with behavioral options;

section 5 provides some comments on the disclosure

requirements.

1. Pillar 1 vs. Pillar 2 approaches

AIFIRM believes that the most appropriate option is the

enhancement of IRRBB measurement and management

within the Pillar 2 because of the standardization of the

measurement methodologies that would necessarily be required

if the treatment of IRRBB were included in the Pillar 1. In fact,

due to the differences in the risk estimates across various

jurisdictions, that are mainly attributable to different business

practices, interest rate volatility, balance sheet structures and

financial market conditions, standardization would be needed to

ensure greater comparability and a more level playing field.

Nevertheless, standardization would lead to a lower

precision of the risk exposure estimate and a poorer

comprehension of the factors that determine it. 

Due to standardization, estimates of IRRBB are more likely to be

inconsistent with actual riskiness under a Pillar 1 approach,

meaning that, relative to a Pillar 2 framework, there is a higher

probability that banks set aside an amount of internal

capital that either underestimates or overestimates its

appropriate amount. In particular, errors in the estimates of

IRRBB could represent a potential threat to the soundness of

the single credit institution and to the overall banking

stability. Whereas, in cases of underestimation, should the

appropriate measure of internal capital be overestimated, banks

require an excessive capital absorption, entailing an unnecessary

reduction in their lending capacity and associated

opportunity costs. It’s worth noting that a bank’s lending

capacity is a multiple of the amount of its free capital, i.e., the

difference between own funds and total internal capital.

Therefore, the larger the internal capital that banks to set aside

against IRRBB is, the lesser amount of loans they can grant.

Standardization may also provide useless or, even worse,

misrepresented indications for ALM strategies to be

implemented that could negatively affect banks’ risk taking

behavior and performance. On one hand, an underestimation of

the appropriate internal capital might drive managers to take

excessive risk; on the other hand, an overestimation might

prevent banks to implement ALM strategies that would

improve their profitability and, via retained earnings, their

capital endowment as well.

These issues are crucial from a global perspective, being of the

utmost importance for banking systems, such as the Italian one,

that are characterized by a large number of small and

medium-sized banks, generally acting as qualitative asset

transformers. For these banks, interest rate risk, which arises

from the basic banking business, and the internal capital facing

it, might be the second largest behind credit risk.

Therefore, it is AIFIRM’s strong conviction that a Pillar
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2 approach, where banks are allowed, subject to

supervisory approval, to use IMS for assessing their ability

to cover potential losses from IRRBB, is the best suited

option. Relative to a Pillar 1 approach, it would undoubtedly: i)

ensure greater precision in the risk assessment process; ii) allow

for a comprehensive investigation into the nature of banks’ risk

exposure by shedding more light on the factors that determine it

and iii) create the best conditions for risk takers to select the

most appropriate ALM strategies.

Finally, even if AIFIRM strongly supports the adoption of an

enhanced Pillar 2 capital treatment, the Association believes that

the methodological framework specified by the Committee within

the Pillar 1 option contains some interesting elements that could

be useful from a Pillar 2 perspective as well, within banks’

internal measurement systems. In particular, the proposals

concerning the implementation of different interest rate shock

scenarios and the treatment of the optionalities embedded in

various, major balance sheet items provide constructive

indications for banks to develop well-grounded and effective

internal models and should be carefully considered.

2. Interest rate shock scenario design 

In this paragraph, we deal with some specific issues related to

the interest rate shock scenario design. In particular, we discuss

some of the main characteristics of the BCBS (2015)’s revision

proposal and some technical issues that refer to the estimate of

the global shock parameter.

2.1. Proposed shock scenarios and structure of the

time bands

BCBS (2015) takes six interest rate shock scenarios into account,

respectively represented by: i) parallel shock up, ii) parallel

shock down, iii) steepener shock (short rate down and long rates

up), iv) flattener shock (short rates up and long rates down), v)

short rates shock up and vi) short rates shock down. The

Committee also proposes the adoption of caps and floors to

adjust in cases where an interest rate shock is above or below

the bounds of possibility (prudence). Interest rate risk exposure

is calculated through a new mathematical framework based on

continuous compounding. According to this new framework, the

change in a bank’s EVE is calculated by subtracting the EVE

calculated by applying each of the six specific interest rate shock

scenarios to the key-rates term structure from the EVE that is

obtained by taking into account the term structure of key-rates

observed on the evaluation date.

With the exception of parallel shocks up and down, the impact of

the six interest rate shock scenarios depends on the number and

boundaries of the time bands included in the maturity ladder. In

fact, the structure of the time bands determines the global shock

parameter, reflecting the average observed volatility across all

currencies under interest rate shock scenario, and the scalar

reflecting the characteristics of the shock scenario at each time

bucket midpoint. In BCBS (2015), the number of the time bands

has been increased from 14 to 19 and time bands have been

classified in short– (from overnight to 2 years), medium– (from

2 years to 7 years) and long-term (from 7 years to more than

20 years).

In acknowledging the limits of the current regulatory framework,

that have already been investigated by previous literature (Fiori

and Iannotti, 2007; Entrop et al., 2008; Entrop et al. 2009;

Cocozza et al., 2015a and 2015b), AIFIRM welcomes the

consideration of multiple scenarios. These scenarios are

a step forward in the comprehension of risk determinants and

could help to prevent the risk-neutrality phenomenon[1] and

address other issues of regulatory shock scenarios currently in

force, as described in Annex 1. The new mathematical framework

allows the user to obtain a measure of risk exposure that is more

consistent with the level of interest rates observed on the

evaluation date and, therefore, represents an important

improvement, if compared with the current one, which is based

on unrealistic duration coefficients. The new framework can be

also easily integrated within banks’ internal measurement

systems for the implementation of more sophisticated

methodologies based on simulation techniques. The increase in

the number of the time bands improves the accuracy of the

estimate and the classification of time bands in short-, medium–

and long-term and is useful for risk mapping, given the

relationship between this classification and interest rate shock

scenarios.

The structure of the time bands is a key-factor for the proper

assessment of a bank’s IRRBB. AIFIRM welcomes the

consideration of the opportunity to review the proposed

classification in short, medium and long-term in order to make

this classification more consistent with: i) the use, for the

different nodes of the term structure, of monetary and interest

rate swap (IRS) rates to calculate the net weighted positions; ii)

the sign of the net positions observed in the time bands of Italian

banks’ maturity ladder.

AIFIRM believes that the proposed classification of the time

bands in short, medium and long-term can be improved in order

to make the corresponding term structure of the net positions

more homogeneous among these three types of time bands. This

would presumably simplify the overall risk management process,

by making risk mapping more efficient and straightforward.

On one hand, AIFIRM suggests the inclusion of those ranging

from overnight to one year in the short-term time bands because

this is the time horizon along which monetary rates are used in

the current industry practice. In fact, banks usually adopt the

EONIA (Euro Overnight Index Average) rate for the overnight

time band, the Euribor rates for maturities shorter than 12

months, and IRS (Interest Rate Swap) rates for maturities longer

than or equal to 1 year. On the other hand, AIFIRM has doubts

about the lack of coincidence between the upper boundary of the

medium-term (7 years) and the upper boundary of the time band

up to which non-maturity deposits are distributed (“From 5 years

to 6 years”).

Based on evidence (available upon request) which concerns

a sample of 130 Italian credit institutions between 2006 and

2013, with the configuration of the time bands currently in force,

AIFIRM expects net positions to be negative in the new

medium-term time buckets, with the exception of the time bucket

“From 6 to 7 years”. This would be due to the allotment of the

core component of non-maturity deposits in the time bands up to

6 years[2] and of the fixed rate issued bonds with medium-term

maturity. In the time bands ranging from 7 to 20 years,

according to the Association, banks would, instead, be

characterized by positive net positions, mainly stemming from

the allocation of capital repayment of fixed rate loans and of the
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book value of fixed rate securities.

Should the upper boundary of the medium-term coincide with the

upper boundary of the time band up to which non-maturity

deposits are distributed, net positions in both medium– and

long-term time bands would be homogeneous in terms of sign

(negative and positive, respectively). It is AIFIRM’s opinion that

this point deserves further analysis.

Finally, as concerns the introduction of caps and floors to the

changes in the key-rates, AIFIRM believes that, in addition to the

non-negativity constraint, it could be appropriate not to add any

other restriction, in order to afford the key-rates the freedom to

change. Both historically distant and recent episodes, such as the

slope inversion that caused the savings and loan crisis in the

U.S.A. back in the late ‘80s, or the exceptionally low level of the

current market rates, have shown that the key-rates’ term

structure can assume characteristics and dynamics which, ex

ante, would have been deemed unrealistic.

2.2. Further technical issues 

According to BCBS (2015), the interest rate shock scenario can

be decomposed into the product of three elements: a measure of

local current risk-free, continuously compounded zero coupon

rates, a scalar reflecting the characteristics of the shock scenario

representation at each time bucket midpoint and a global shock

parameter, that reflects the average observed volatility across all

currencies under a specific representation of the shock scenario.

The global shock parameter is calculated through the percentiles

method, which is applied to data which refers to a time horizon

ranging from January 2000 to April 2014, and a six-month

holding period.

In this paragraph, we shall discuss three main technical elements

of the new interest rate shock scenario design: i) the adoption of

the percentiles method (1

st

and 99

th

) to proxy for the relevant

interest rate shock; ii) the overlapping technique that is used to

obtain the distribution of the changes in the key-rate, and; iii) the

six-month holding period for the interest rate shock calibration to

be suitable for IRRBB capital purposes. Based on BCBS (2015),

these three elements determine the global shock parameter and,

ultimately, contribute to generate the interest rate shock.

The comments concerning the holding period and overlapping

technique are important not only from the perspective of

a proper estimate of the global shock parameter within the new

interest rate shock scenario design, but, in more general terms,

for the design and implementation of more advanced

methodologies to generate interest rate shock scenarios, such as

those based on historical and Monte Carlo simulations proposed

below.

2.2.1. Percentiles method

AIFIRM believes that it is necessary to take some drawbacks of

the adoption of the percentiles method into account. This method

accounts for changes which have actually occurred in the

key-rates. However, as already indicated above, these changes

may have taken place on different days across the nodes of the

key-rates term structure. This method, therefore, does not allow

for the capture of the correlation empirically observed among

these changes.

Designing the interest rate shock scenario based on the

percentiles method may be affected by the following, second

drawback. The percentiles may remain constant for long time

and, then, suddenly change because of not only the introduction

of new data, but, as time goes by, because of the removal of old

data from the rolling window. While the first change in the

percentile estimate is justified, the second one is not. In fact, if

we think about the distribution of the changes in a particular

key-rate, when a specific shock is dropped from the sample, it is

likely that no significant innovation has affected the distribution.

The percentiles are calculated on the basis of a long observation

period ranging from January 2000 to April 2014. According to the

Basel Committee, a long observation period can warrant some

stability in the international standard. However, this could lead

to an estimate of the risk exposure that doesn’t correspond to the

financial market’s condition observed on the evaluation date. In

other words, a long time series of data gives stability to the

estimates, but makes them less consistent with the financial

market’s context as of the evaluation date. Conversely, a short

time series of data could make the estimate of the risk exposure

and the associated internal capital more realistic, because it is

based on data closer to the evaluation date, but it may also be

more volatile.

From a risk management perspective, consistent with the

adoption of a Pillar 2 approach, AIFIRM believes that the

percentiles method cannot be the only methodology used in

order to estimate interest rate risk exposure, owing to the above

mentioned drawbacks. However, the Association recognizes that

it could be used for calculating interest rates shock scenarios

that should be compared with those obtained through other more

advanced methodologies within banks’ internal measurement

models (see Annex 2 for the proposal of two advanced

methodologies).

AIFIRM has doubts about the opportunity to use a 14-year time

horizon to assess global shock parameters. In this regard, the

current regulatory framework requires a five-year historical

observation period (six years of data) to generate the interest

rate shock, since, according to BCBS (2004), a five-year

observation period can capture more recent and relevant interest

rate cycles. The Association supports further analyses aimed at

investigating the criteria to identify the length of the time

horizon that ensures the best solution to the trade-off between

stability and responsiveness to current market conditions. It is

AIFIRM’s opinion that the global shock parameters should be

updated over time, based, for example, on a rolling window, in

order to measure the sensitivity of a bank’s equity through

adaptive and forward looking interest rate shock scenarios that

are able to consistently capture interest rates dynamics

over time.

The global shock parameters for a single currency are simple

averages of the 99

th

and the absolute value of the 1

st

percentile

for all the tenors set by the Basel Committee, in the case of the

parallel shifts, and, separately, for the short– and long-term

tenors of the yield curve for the rest of the interest rate shock

scenarios. AIFIRM questions whether or not it is more

appropriate to estimate the global shock parameters by

alternatively considering the 99

th

and the 1

st

percentile,

depending on whether or not the interest rate shock scenario

taken into account is, respectively, characterized by an increase

or a decrease in interest rates. For example, in the case of the
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steepener (flattener) shock proposed by BCBS (2015), where

short (long) rates decrease and long (short) rates go up, the

downward (upward) shock in the short-term time bands could be

measured by only referring to the absolute value of the 1

st

(99

th

)

percentile, while the upward (downward) shock in the long-term

time bands might be calculated by exclusively accounting for the

99

th

 (1

st

) percentile.

2.2.2. Holding period

BCBS (2015) has set a six-month holding period for the interest

rate calibration to be suitable for IRRBB capital purposes,

because most institutions appear to have the ability to adjust

their asset/liability profile in a period much shorter than the

one-year holding period currently in force. The Basel Committee

has decided not to adopt an even shorter holding period, even if

it would be reasonable from an individual bank perspective.

Nevertheless, due to a systemic shock in interest rates, banks

may look for the same type of instruments to hedge their

positions and may not be able to change their asset/liability

profile within the same short period and at the current costs.

AIFIRM believes that the ability and the speed at which a bank

can modify its asset/liability profile depends, among the other

things, on the nature of the items in its balance sheet. From this

perspective, it is worthwhile, within banks’ banking book, to

distinguish between the security portfolio and the rest of the

balance sheet items, such as loans, deposits and issued bonds,

which, for the sake of brevity, can be defined as “commercial

portfolio”. A bank which is more heavily involved in the

traditional banking business is characterized by a major weight

of the commercial portfolio. Such a bank will probably find much

greater difficulties in modifying its asset/liability profile both

timely and efficiently, without the use of derivatives.

Generally, in order to achieve the target exposure to IRRBB,

banks can use different strategies to modify their balance sheet

structure in terms of both maturity and repricing date. For

example, banks aiming to reduce their exposure to a parallel

shock up or to a steepener shock should cut the share of

long-term fixed rate loans in favour of loans with floating rates,

due to the sign of the net positions resulting from both the

current and proposed allotment criteria of balance sheet items in

the time buckets of the maturity ladder. In the case of a parallel

shock up, instead, interest rate risk exposure may be reduced by

also shrinking the share of medium-term floating rate issued

bonds in favour of fixed rate ones. However, the implementation

of these strategies requires a considerable amount of time.

Alternatively, banks can hedge their risk exposure through

interest rate derivatives. In particular, banks can hedge fixed

rate loans by using amortizing interest rate swaps or fixed rate

issued bonds by using interest rate swaps. As concerns loans, in

general, banks design specific hedge strategies in which the item

that has to be covered is composed of a set of loans with

homogeneous characteristics in terms of duration, repayment

schedule, contractual rate and type of borrower. Each item

follows an amortization schedule which is the aggregation of the

amortization plans of all the loans included in the item. On each

aggregate amortization schedule, a single amortizing interest

rate swap is calibrated. In order to hedge risks associated with

issued bonds, banks generally design micro-specific hedge

strategies, according to which each issued bond is associated

with a single interest rate swap.

Compared with the previous on-balance sheet items

restructuring, derivative-based hedging strategies can be

implemented in a shorter period that has to be long enough to

plan and test these hedging strategies and then negotiate, given

the market conditions, derivatives at an acceptable cost.

2.2.3. Overlapping technique

In order to calculate the distribution of the changes in the

key-rates, the BCBS (2015) proposes the use of the overlapping

technique, according to which these changes are calculated by

subtracting the rates recorded six months previously from the

rates observed on a certain day of a given year.

The overlapping technique has the advantage of capturing

extreme shocks within the desired percentile, thus addressing

the fat tails issue (leptokurtosis) associated with the distribution

of daily changes in interest rates. The ability to capture extreme

shocks within the desired percentile is inversely correlated with

the length of the holding period. The absence of the leptokurtosis

issue is confirmed by the negative values of the kurtosis

coefficients observed for main market rates (EONIA, Euribor and

IRS rates) over the period 2001–2013 (available upon request).

On the other hand, the overlapping technique produces serially

correlated observations. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that

the series of semi-annual changes in the key-rates are less

volatile than a time series of a similar number of serially

independent observations.

A possible alternative to the overlapping technique is to use daily

observations and to apply the square root rule in order to

transform the one-day holding period into the required six-month

one. In this case, the time series would be leptokurtic even if

Fiori and Iannotti (2007) show that this issue can be addressed

by applying specific filters that modify the distribution of the

daily changes in interest rates. These latter techniques, however,

are rarely used in banking practice due to their excessive

sophistication.

The square root rule presents two major drawbacks: on the one

hand, it is based on the rather unrealistic hypothesis of serial

independence of interest rate changes that is not consistent with

the actual interest rates dynamics, and, on the other hand,

estimates based on the square root rule lose their predictive

power as the holding period increases.

Given the advantages and disadvantages associated with the

different methodological options mentioned above (namely, the

overlapping technique and the square root rule), it is AIFIRM’s

opinion that the overlapping technique is the most appropriate

solution for the definition of the regulatory interest rate shock

scenarios, and can also be easily used by banks in advanced

methodologies within internally modeled approaches, as those

described below.

3. Specification of minimum capital requirements 

According to BCBS (2015), minimum capital requirements for

IRRBB are measured based on the scenario that determines the

largest decline in EVE and, where applicable, net interest income

(NII), among the six prescribed interest rate shock scenarios. In

particular, the Committee has set out four options to calculate

minimum capital requirements under the Pillar 1 approach: the
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first option takes into account only the EVE measure whereas the

other three incorporate, in various forms, the earnings overlay

mechanisms to better reflect short-term risk. In particular, the

fourth option considers the NIP accounting variable, which is

a proxy for banking book earnings which are expected based on

locked-in margins in the near future after adjusting for expenses

and costs associated with banking book activities. The NIP

functions as a risk-sensitive threshold, below which there are no

capital requirements, because it is subtracted from the minimum

capital requirements associated with the change to EVE and

earnings. Furthermore, a specific rule is provided in order to

take into account the exposure referred to different currencies.

AIFIRM recognizes the need for a criterion to determine

minimum capital requirements that takes both EVE and NII

approaches into account, based on their respective peculiarities.

As to the relationship between these two different metrics,

AIFIRM highlights that the empirical evidence obtained on

a sample of 130 Italian banks over the period 2006–2013

(available upon request) generally shows a negative correlation

between the EVE and NII metrics, where the former are

calculated by considering both parallel shifts and percentiles

method and the latter are measured through the repricing gap

model with a one-year gapping period. The negative correlation

is greater when the percentiles method is taken into account.

Furthermore, it decreases over time, for both the parallel shifts

and percentiles method, and takes positive values in the last two

years of the time horizon that are characterized by exceptionally

low interest rates. As regards the currency aggregation rule,

AIFIRM agrees with the use of a precautionary approach, which

is based on partial offsetting between reductions and increases

in EVE and NII across different currencies.

As concerns the choice of the criterion to calculate bank internal

capital against IRRBB, AIFIRM wonders whether or not the use

of the scenario associated with the largest decline in EVE and,

where applicable, NII, is the most appropriate one. This choice is

certainly functional to ensure, from a micro perspective, a bank’s

soundness and, from a macro perspective, the global financial

stability thereof. However, at the same time, such a choice might

have negative implications on banks’ credit supply.

Given this background, the Association believes that option n.

4 is the best-suited among those proposed by the Committee

because it allows for the inclusion of future margin levels (NIP)

in the minimum capital requirements calculation associated with

the change to EVE and earnings. This approach is based on the

presence of many positions characterized by locked-in margins,

which will generate a positive interest income even when EVE is

at its highest. Following this method, minimum capital

requirements are more consistent with banks’ actual riskiness

and banks’ credit supply is calibrated in a more appropriate way.

However, AIFIRM believes that further discussions and analyses

on the NIP calibration are necessary.

4. Treatment of positions with behavioral options 

AIFIRM appreciates the classification of balance sheet items

based on their amenability to standardization and the

introduction of specific methodologies to model their embedded

optionalities, since this leads to a greater understanding of the

determinants of risk exposure.

4.1. Non-maturity deposits

The treatment of non-maturity deposits is one of the main areas

of concern in measuring IRRBB. NMDs are characterized by: i)

the absence of a contractual maturity and the associated

depositors’ right to withdraw at any time; ii) the stability of

a large part of their volume over time, due to a sufficient

diversification of counterparties and iii) the partial and delayed

reaction of the bank rate to the change in the reference market

rates, due to banks’ rights to revise the financial conditions at

their own discretion.

From an IRRBB management perspective, it is crucial to identify

the aggregate balance of core NMDs and to appropriately slot

them into the corresponding time buckets of the maturity ladder.

BCBS (2015) proposes two alternative approaches to separate

core and non-core cash-flows: the Time Series Approach (TIA)

and a simplified TIA (STIA). Under the Time Series Approach

(TIA), the Committee suggests, firstly, the distinction between

stable and non-stable NMDs using the time series of their

volumes over the past 10 years. Secondly, the stable portion is

further broken down into a pass-through and non pass-through

component. The former includes NMDs that reprice following

a change in the reference market rates and is entirely allotted

into the overnight time band. Consequently, the core component

comprises those NMDs that are both stable and do not reprice

over time. This core portion can be slotted following two

alternative approaches: the “uniform” approach” (core deposits

linearly allocated up to 6 years) and a “discretionary approach”,

where core deposits could be allocated following some internal

estimations with respect to the final maturity (6 years) and

a constrained average life of three years. Under the simplified

TIA (STIA), banks can use two alternative criteria: i) NMDs are

segmented into retail and wholesale deposits and core NMDs are

calculated as a proportion of total NMDs based on one year of

banks’ internal data on NMD balance subject to the caps set by

the regulator; ii) NMDs are segmented into retail and wholesale

deposits and, according to the deposit volume per depositor, are

based on eligibility coefficients set by the regulator.

The absence of a contractual maturity, and a banks’ option to

discretionally change the interest rate paid to depositors, would

suggest that NMDs are allotted into the overnight time bucket of

the maturity ladder. Nevertheless, the sluggish and partial

reaction of the NMD rates to changes in the reference market

rates would imply a different treatment.

The proposed standardized treatment of NMDs, which is

constrained by both the pass-through floors and stability

parameters and maximum maturities of core NMDs, is far too

restrictive and does not enable a realistic representation of the

interest rate sensitivity of deposits. AIFIRM recognizes the

utility of introducing some constraints in modelling NMDs,

even in case of banks’ own internal representations, since

they could contribute to reduce the model risk. However,

they seem to be too conservative giving rise, even in the

discretionary approach, to a unique representation of

NMDs. The 60% implied cap for transactional retail deposits

(even less for non-transactional retail deposits and for corporate

ones), together with the maximum maturity of 6 years and

average life of 3 years for only the “core” portion lead to

a single and unique slotting, that is the standardized one

(the uniform approach). There is no room for internal model

adoption unless they are even more conservative than the
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standardized approach in terms of maturity, duration and portion

to be allocated o/n. It would be worthwhile to have some

constraints in terms of risk (e.g. overall duration).

According to AIFIRM, based on the analysis of historical data

of the Italian banking market: i) the allocation of the

repricing component of NMDs might be led by the interest

rate pass-through that follows a change in the reference

market rate; ii) the core component of NMDs should

include not only the fraction of non-maturity deposits that

are stable, but also the portion that reprice, with a certain

sluggishness, when the reference market rate changes.

As concerns this latter issue, Cocozza et al. (2015a) propose to

model the repricing profile of NMDs through an error correction

model based on the logic highlighted below. The repricing NMDs

are assumed to be a percentage of the total amount, which is

given by the cointegration parameter measuring the degree of

pass-through in the long term. This parameter is identified by

analyzing the long-term relationship between the bank rate and

the reference market rate. Based on the structure of the

short-term repricing delays, estimated through a unit response

function, the Authors calculate the set of the so called “repricing

coefficients”. These coefficients are applied to the amount of the

pass-through component of NMDs in order to break them down

further and slot them within the appropriate time buckets of the

maturity ladder.

The methodology proposed by Cocozza et al. (2015a) provides

a comprehensive analysis of the main issues associated with

NMDs’ behavior, in terms of both their repricing mechanism and

volume decline over time, since it also takes into account this

latter aspect through the so called “decline coefficients”. In

particular, decline coefficients are calculated by: i) analyzing

a lognormal transformation of the time series of NMD volumes,

in order to model the decline profile according to an exponential

function that makes non-maturity deposits converge to zero

without taking negative values; ii) adapting the framework used

by Dowd (2005) to estimate a lognormal VaR under a parametric

approach to our case, where the risk factor is the cyclical

component of non-maturity deposits instead of the change in

asset price. Both repricing and decline coefficients are used to

calculate some allotment coefficients that are applied to the

volume of NMDs to allocate them across the time buckets of the

maturity ladder. Consistent with the adoption of a stress

scenario, one can assume that the amount of deposits to be

repriced does not decline and vice versa.

It is AIFIRM’s opinion that behavioral models, such as the one

proposed in Cocozza et al. (2015a), could provide crucial

indications for the treatment of NMDs. In particular, according

to AIFIRM, supervisory authorities may make their own

estimates of the final allotment coefficients based on system-wide

data available. This would allow for the replacement of methods

deemed “too simplistic” to allot core NMDs, such as the uniform

approach proposed in BCBS (2015), that fail to adequately

consider these deposits’ actual behavior.

AIFIRM has promoted the analysis of the sluggishness of bank

interest rates in the context of very low market rates and its

implications from a risk management perspective. Parisi et al.

(2015) develop an enhanced version of the error correction

model that allows for the assessment of predictive performance,

as well as an alternative, simpler-to-interpret model, that actually

improves predictive performance. They show that when rates are

close to zero, as has been seen in recent years, administered

interest rates are not at all affected by monetary rates, but they

depend only on their past values. The Authors also contributed to

the interest rate risk literature by suggesting a forward-looking

method to allocate non-maturity deposits to non-zero time

maturity bands, according to the predicted bank rates. Overall,

this study reveals that bank rates’ sluggishness has undergone

radical changes in the last period characterized by low levels of

interest rates. Hence, AIFIRM believes that it is crucial to have

an updated estimate which does not suffer from excessive

volatility of the fundamental risk parameters and allows for the

capture of their actual dynamics.

As already mentioned above, under the TIA, banks have to

estimate stable NMDs as a portion of total NMDs by using

observed volume changes over the past 10 years. Whereas, under

the simplified TIA (STIA), credit institutions estimate core NMDs

based on 1 year of internal data on NMD balance. In recognizing

the importance of a sufficiently long time series of data to

provide adequate estimates of the stable/core portion of NMDs,

AIFIRM has questions regarding possible drawbacks stemming

from the difference in the length of the two time periods

(10 years vs. 1 year). In fact, due to the lower historical depth of

the time series used to estimate core NMDs under the STIA, the

estimates could be affected by a higher volatility, relative to

those coming from the adoption of the 10-year time horizon

under the TIA. This issue would especially concern small and

medium-sized banks that are more likely to adopt the STIA, since

they are not expected to have the capacity to fully develop the

analysis required by the TIA. According to AIFIRM, this may be

an undesired result of the proposed regulatory discipline that: i)

constitutes a significant bias in the regulation, entailing

a disparity of treatment between large banks and small and

medium-sized credit institutions and ii) neglects the greater

stability of the deposits characterizing the latter group of banks,

which is due to their stronger relationship with local customers.

4.2. Positions with behavioral options other than NMDs 

The adequate modeling of the behavioral options embedded in

fixed rate loans with prepayment risk, fixed rate loan

commitments and term deposits subject to early redemption risk,

is both crucial and challenging for Italian banks, also due to the

trends observed in the recent years in the Italian banking

system, especially with regard to fixed rate loans. In fact,

incentives for the exercise of the prepayment option for fixed

rate loans have strongly increased because of: i) a change in the

Italian regulation which came into force in 2007, which, for some

types of loans, removed the penalties for those borrowers that

repaid their loan early and chose transfer it to another bank and,

in more recent years, because of ii) the exceptionally low interest

rates.

As concerns deposits with redemption risk, it is important to

highlight that, although they are not a significant share of Italian

banks’ liabilities, they have experienced a robust increase during

the financial crisis as a result of the changes in banks’ funding

strategies, aimed at maximizing the stability of their sources

of funds.

AIFIRM agrees with the choice to model the optionalities
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of these accounts using a two-step approach. The estimate

of baseline parameters (the conditional prepayment rate for the

fixed rate loans with prepayment option (CPR), the pull through

ratio (PTR) for fixed rate loan commitments and the term deposit

redemption rate (TDDR) for the term deposits) and the correction

for the scalar reflecting the likely behavioral changes in the

exercise of the options, given a particular interest rate shock

scenario, increases the accuracy of the risk exposure estimate.

Overall, the methodology is simple and adaptable to implement

for banks. Banks that will be able to internally estimate the

baseline parameters and the scalar should make risk exposure

estimates more consistent with their actual riskiness, relative to

banks that use the parameters provided by supervisors.

Nevertheless, the former might bear a significant computational

burden since they should divide, on the asset side, their

portfolios of fixed rate loans and fixed rate loan commitments

and, on the liability side, the term deposits, into homogeneous

clusters and manage them over time in order to produce

consistent estimates of the baseline parameters and scalars.

The modeling of the prepayment option has been investigated by

prior literature[3], while, to the best of our knowledge, the

options embedded in term deposits with redemption risk and

fixed rate loan commitments have not been yet examined by

significant, previous studies that adopt an IRRBB management

perspective and deal with the associated regulatory issues. The

Association strongly encourages further analysis on these

specific issues.

5. Disclosure 

Within the supported solution of an enhanced Pillar 2 capital

framework, AIFIRM believes that public disclosure on a regular

basis of a bank’s IRRBB risk profile, key measurement

assumptions, qualitative and quantitative assessment of IRRBB

levels and quantitative disclosure of IRRBB metrics, are crucial.

It is AIFIRM’s conviction that an appropriate level of timely

disclosure will provide benefits for well-run banks, investors and

depositors, and will contribute to ensure general financial

stability and to support the effective and efficient operations of

the capital markets, from a broader perspective.

Banks should describe in detail the qualitative information

required in BCBS (2015) for disclosure purposes since these are

issues of particular relevance in estimating banks’ risk exposure.

As for the quantitative information, if appropriate public

disclosure is important, disclosure of standardized calculation

might be misleading. By using the standardized calculation, the

proposed Pillar 2 approach is not different from that of Pillar 1.

In supporting a “true” Pillar 2 approach, AIFIRM believes that

banks’ internal measurement and management of IRRBB should

be the ones to be disclosed. Furthermore, AIFIRM suggests to

report not only the increase/decline in economic value and

earnings, corresponding to each interest rate shock scenario and

based on the bank’s internal measurement systems, but also the

term structure of bank’s net positions. Given the interest rate

shock scenario, it can provide an immediate view of possible

imbalances affecting the term structure of the bank’s balance

sheet.

In addition, it is desirable that the latter is broken down into

macro accounting aggregates with evidence of the securities

held in the banking book and derivatives used for hedging

purposes. This would allow for identification of the impact of

these items on the bank’s risk exposure. Furthermore, AIFIRM

queries the opportunity that banks provide details on the

allotment into the maturity ladder of the balance sheet items that

are characterized by embedded optionalities (i.e., how non

maturity deposits are distributed across the time buckets of the

maturity ladder).

Annex 1. The limits of the current regulatory interest rate

shock scenarios 

Based on BCBS (2004), Bank of Italy (2013) requires to estimate

interest rate risk exposure by applying a standardized shock to

the term structure of the key-rates associated with the 14 time

bands of the regulatory maturity ladder. This standardized shock

can be alternatively given by a ± 200 basis point parallel shift in

the yield curve fixed for all maturities (from here on, the parallel

shifts method) or by the 1

st

and 99

th

percentile of observed

changes in the key-rates, using a one year holding period and

a minimum five years of observations (from here on the

percentiles method). According to the current regulatory

treatment, based on the so called non-negativity constraint, the

applied shock cannot drive the key-rates term structure below

the zero level. These two regulatory scenarios show some major

issues that are presented in the rest of this paragraph, before

discussing some of the main aspects of the interest rate shock

scenario design proposed in BCBS (2015).

The parallel shift is set regardless of the changes in the key-rates

actually observed, whereas the percentiles method is based on

the distribution of actual changes of the key-rates term structure.

Nevertheless, since the changes corresponding to the 1

st

percentile of the distribution might have occurred on different

days for the various nodes of the term structure (for example, on

January 22

nd

, 2014 for the key-rate of the first time band, on

December 23

rd

, 2013 for the key-rate of the second time band,

etc.), this method does not account for the actual correlations

among the annual changes in the key-rates.

Both of the above mentioned methodologies measure interest

rate risk exposure via unrealistic duration coefficients, which are

based on a flat term structure of interest rates, that are set equal

to 5%. The drawbacks associated with these duration coefficients

have been investigated by Fiori and Iannotti (2007). In

particular, the Authors develop a Value at risk (VaR)

methodology to modeling interest rate changes, which is able to

account for both asymmetry and kurtosis of their distribution.

Based on the evidence which concerned 18 major, large and

medium-sized Italian banks under the parallel shifts method, the

Authors found that, if the duration coefficients set by the

Committee are calibrated through the market data observed on

the evaluation date, their results are consistent with the

estimates of risk exposure.

Under both the parallel shifts and percentiles method, the

estimate of a bank’s risk exposure is obtained by assuming that

all the key-rates move together in the same direction. However,

banks are exposed to a wide set of adverse scenarios that can be

characterized by changes with different signs and magnitude

across the 14 nodes of the key-rates term structure.

Annex 2. A methodological proposal: two advanced

methodologies to simulate interest rate shock scenarios
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Here, AIFIRM proposes two advanced methodologies that are

based on simulation and overlapping techniques and overcome

the limits highlighted before. The first one makes use of

historical simulations and calculates a bank’s risk exposure by

using interest rate shock scenarios represented by the key-rates

joint semi-annual changes that actually occurred on each of the

days included in the prescribed, past time horizon. Each scenario

is added to the key-rates observed on the evaluation date and the

new key-rates term structure is applied to the bank’s net

positions in order to get the net weighted positions. Then, we

sum the net weighted positions to obtain the bank’s EVE under

the specific interest rate shock scenario and subtract it from the

EVE under the current key-rates term structure to get the bank’s

change in EVE. By repeating this procedure for all the days

included in the time horizon we get the empirical distribution of

the bank’s changes in EVE and cut it in correspondence of the

percentile associated with the desired confidence level, set equal

to 99%, following BCBS (2004). Nevertheless, it is important to

note that during periods of low interest rates, such as the current

one, the non-negativity constraint may prevent this method from

capturing the correlations, just like in the parallel shifts and

percentiles methods.

Our second advanced method is based on Monte Carlo

simulations and allows for the generation of scenarios that both

take into account the correlations between the semi-annual

changes in our key-rates and meet the non-negativity constraint.

We carry out as many simulations as those required to obtain the

desired number K of scenarios and reject those simulations

leading the term-structure of our key-rates under the zero level

in one or more nodes. In this way, we get a distribution of the

changes in EVE which is cut at the 99

th

percentile. In particular,

the methodological proposal is developed along the following

steps:

i) selecting the joint probability density function that guarantees

the best approximation of the actual distributions of the

semi-annual changes in the key-rates. The application of the

overlapping data technique should make the use of a normal joint

probability density function well-grounded, which can be also

easily implemented by banks. Fiori consultative document

“Interest rate risk in the banking book”and Iannotti (2007)

confirmed the opportunity to adopt such distribution for annual

changes in the key-rates. Further analyses are required for the

semi-annual changes;

ii) estimating means and variances of the distributions of the

semi-annual changes in the key-rates, as well as their

variance-covariance matrix (Ω). Distributions of semi-annual

changes are not adjusted on the basis of the non-negativity

constraint in order to account for actual correlations among the

changes in key-rates;

iii) generating a random number u

i

(i=1,…19) ranging from 0 to

1 at each node of our key-rates term structure;

iv) converting each u

i

obtained in the previous point iii) into

a value z

i

(i=1,…19) distributed according to a standard normal.

In symbols:

 

where F

–1

is the inverse of the distribution function of the

probability density function of the semi-annual changes of the i

th

key-rate;

v) using the algorithm of Cholesky in order to decompose the

matrix Ω in two matrices Q and Q’ such that:

vi) calculating the vector x, whose elements are the joint

simulated semi-annual changes in the key-rates through the

following formula:

where z is the vector of the valuescalculated in step iv) and m is

the vector of the 19 means of the distributions of the key-rates

semi-annual changes. Each vector x represents a simulated

scenario that will be used to calculate the risk indicator;

vii) repeating steps iii) to vi) until reaching a number K of

scenarios that meet the non-negativity constraint. In fact, we

only consider those scenarios meeting the non-negativity

constraint for each node of our key-rates term structure;

viii) each of the K simulated scenarios is added to the key-rates

observed on the evaluation date and the new key-rates term

structure is applied to the bank’s net positions to get the

weighted net positions, which are then summed to obtain the

bank’s EVE under the specific interest rate shock scenario. This

is later subtracted from the EVE under the current key-rates

term structure to get the associated bank’s change in EVE. By

repeating this procedure for all the K scenarios, we get the

empirical distribution of the bank’s change in EVE, which is then

cut in correspondence of the percentile associated with the

desired confidence level, set equal to 99%, following

BCBS (2004).

In order to consider interest rate shock scenarios with specific

characteristics, without neglecting the correlations between the

various nodes of the key-rates term structure, the simulations

could be constrained within specific intervals with the desired

range of magnitude and/or sign, depending on the specific nodes

of the term structure. In detail, the upper and lower boundaries

of a specific interval are calculated by adding the desired shock

to the key-rate term structure observed on the evaluation date.

In addition, the lower boundary has to be calibrated in order to

meet the non-negativity constraint. In order to measure a bank’s

risk exposure, it is necessary to repeat steps from iii) to vi) until

reaching a number K of scenarios that lie within the above

mentioned interval and then apply step viii).
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Le opinioni riportate nel presente documento sono proprie di
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di appartenenza degli stessi autori

[1] Based on the evidence referred to a sample of 130 Italian

banks over the period 2006–2013, Cocozza et al. (2015b) show

that, when market rates are quite low, the regulatory

methodologies might lead to an unrealistic conclusion about

banks’ risk exposure: some banks, which the Authors define as

“risk-neutral” credit institutions, appear to experience a raise in

their EVE, whether interest rates decrease or increase. The

non-negativity constraint is responsible for the risk-neutrality

phenomenon. In detail, under the current regulatory framework,

by applying a –200bp parallel shock not adjusted to account for

the non-negativity constraint, a bank exposed to decreasing

interest rates would experience a reduction in the EVE that

would be equal, in absolute value, to the increase associated with

a +200bp parallel shock. Actually, when the parallel scenario of

–200bps is adopted, the non-negativity constraint can weaken the

reduction associated with the negative net positions arising in

the time bands ranging from 1 to 5 years, where, on average,

rate-sensitive liabilities are greater than rate-sensitive assets,

mainly because of the allotment of non-maturity deposits. This

can make the bank risk-neutral. The same logic can be easily

extended to the percentiles method, though Cocozza et al.

(2015b) show that, under this latter method, risk-neutrality can

occur also in periods that are not characterized by low interest

rates, even if with a lower frequency. When it does not depend

on the non-negativity constraint, risk-neutrality is caused by the

combined effect of the particular scenarios of changes in the

key-rates and the specific structure, in terms of both sign and

size, of some banks’ net positions across the time bands of the

regulatory maturity ladder.

[2] We have not quantified the core component of NMDs, but the

larger it is, the more likely to occur is the scenario we describe in

the text.

[3] Generally, the estimate of prepayments can be made by using

two different approaches: on the one hand, there are models

based on financial options valuation techniques and, on the other

hand, there are models founded on the analysis of a set of

explanatory variables that we define as empirical models. The

former group of models examines the dynamics of the beta of the

embedded options, which can be considered as a proxy of the

probability of early repayment at different maturities (Black et

al., 1990). Nevertheless, results stemming from the models based

on the valuation of the embedded options are not generally

consistent with actual borrowers’ behavior. In fact, due to their

lack of expertise and technical knowledge, borrowers do not

ground their actions on a proper analysis of the convenience to

exercise the embedded option. Empirical models estimate

a prepayment rate which is the share of the total loan amount

which will be repaid on different maturities. In order to

determine this share of prepayment, Richard and Roll (1989)

adopt a specific model based on three factors: i) the refinancing

incentive based on the ratio of the borrowers’ coupon payment to

the current mortgage rate; ii) the seasoning or the age of the

mortgage and iii) the month of the year (seasonality). Models

based on the survival analysis framework are usually included

into the empirical models too. Particularly, based on historical

prepayment rates, these latter estimate a survival function,

whose application allow to assign notional repricing cash flows to

the time buckets according to the probability of prepayment

events (Schwartz and Torous, 1989).

Basilea III: pubblicati

i risultati dell’esercizio di

monitoraggio al 30 giugno

2015

03/03/2016 17:43

Il Comitato di Basilea ha pubblicato i risultati dell’attività di

monitoraggio del settore bancario mondiale alla luce degli

accordi di Basilea III. L’esame, basato su un campione di 230
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banche, 101 appartenenti al Gruppo 1 e 129 al Gruppo 2, ha

avuto ad oggetto i dati al 30 giugno 2015. Il monitoraggio è stato

condotto ipotizzando che la versione finale degli accordi sia

pienamente in vigore: non sono stati, quindi, tenuti in

considerazione gli accordi transitori previsti dalla normativa

stessa.

I risultati mostrano che tutte le banche di grandi dimensioni

rispettano i requisiti patrimoniali posti dalla nuova disciplina sia

in termini di CET1 minimo che di livello target del 7%

(considerando anche eventuali i requisiti patrimoniali addizionali

previsti per le banche di rilevanza sistemica globale). Per quanto

riguarda gli indicatori di liquidità, sebbene le medie ponderate

per entrambi i Gruppi mostrino un lieve calo rispetto al semestre

precedente, l’84% delle banche ha riportato un LCR (Liquidity

Coverage Ratio) pari o superiore al 100% (requisito in vigore dal

2019) mentre tutte le banche partecipanti hanno un LCR almeno

pari al 60% (requisito in vigore alla data di riferimento

dell’esame). La media ponderata dell’NSFR (Net Stable Funding

Ratio) è pari al 111,9% per le banche del Gruppo 1 e al 114,0%

per quelle del Gruppo 2.

Comunicato stampa Report

EBA: pubblicati i risultati del

monitoraggio CRD

IV-CRR/Basel III al 30

giugno 2015

03/03/2016 17:43

L’EBA ha pubblicato il nuovo report sul monitoraggio del sistema

bancario europeo svolto ai sensi della disciplina CRD IV – CRR

e degli accordi di Basilea III. L’esercizio, svolto in parallelo

a quello condotto dal Comitato di Basilea su scala mondiale, si

basa sui dati forniti da 297 banche europee di cui 49

appartenenti al Gruppo 1 e 297 al Gruppo 2.

L’analisi, condotta su dati al 30 giugno 2015, evidenzia un

ulteriore miglioramento della situazione patrimoniale delle

banche europee. I risultati, infatti, mostrano che la gran parte

degli istituti rispetta pienamente i requisiti patrimoniali di

prossima adozione e solo un ristretto numero di banche presenta

potenziali situazioni di shortfall (con una dotazione di capitale

supplementare che si attesta al minimo storico di 1 miliardo di

Euro). Per la prima volta, l’esercizio di monitoraggio ha preso in

considerazione anche il leverage ratio, così come definito dalla

normativa UE, mostrando come tale indicatore rappresenti un

vincolo regolamentare significativo per un cospicuo numero di

istituti nel campione.

In tema di indicatori di liquidità, il valore medio di LCR (Liquidity

Coverage Ratio) risulta pari al 121,2% per le banche del Gruppo

1 e al 156,7% per quelle del Gruppo 2. In particolare, il 90%

delle banche partecipanti presenta un LCR superiore al requisito

minimo del 70%, mentre 8 banche su 10 hanno un LCR superiore

al 100% (valore soglia in vigore dal 2019). L’analisi evidenzia un

incremento dell’LCR che può essere attribuito ad aggiustamenti

strutturali e alla riformulazione dell’impianto LCR avvenuto nel

gennaio 2013. Per quanto riguarda l’NSFR (Net Stable Funding

Ratio), le banche del Gruppo 1 e del Gruppo 2 mostrano,

rispettivamente, un valore medio del 104% e del 111%, in

continuo aumento rispetto ai periodi precedenti. I risultati

indicano, inoltre, che il 75% del campione rispetta il requisito

minimo del 100%. 

Comunicato stampa Report

IOSCO: pubblicato secondo

report sull’implementazione

dei principi di benchmarking

da parte degli

amministratori IBOR

03/03/2016 17:43

Lo IOSCO (International Organization of Securities Commissions)

ha pubblicato un report che raccoglie i risultati dell’indagine

riguardante l’applicazione dei Principi in materia di

benchmarking finanziario (definiti dallo stesso IOSCO) da parte

degli amministratori dei tassi IBOR: EURIBOR, LIBOR e TIBOR.

L’analisi svolta mostra che le principali criticità individuate nel

report precedente – del giugno 2014 – sono state risolte. Inoltre,

secondo il giudizio dello IOSCO, gli amministratori dei 3 indici

hanno sviluppato e potenziato le proprie politiche e procedure

interne in diverse aree, quali la prevenzione dei conflitti di

interesse, la consultazione degli stakeholder e la supervisione

interna.

Il documento fornisce ulteriori commenti a ciascun

amministratore con l’obiettivo di rafforzare l’implementazione

dei Principi stessi. Alla luce del fatto che gran parte delle

precedenti raccomandazioni hanno trovato applicazione, lo

IOSCO non ha ritenuto necessario prevedere un ulteriore esame

in merito al recepimento dei nuovi commenti.

Comunicato stampa Report

L’EBA lancia gli stress test

2016 sulle banche UE

03/03/2016 17:43

L’Autorità Bancaria Europea, EBA, ha pubblicato la metodologia

e gli scenari macroeconomici da applicare per gli stress test

2016. Le istituzioni interessate sono 51 (rappresentative del 70%

del totale degli asset bancari dell’UE), tra le quali ci sono

5 banche italiane: UniCredit, Intesa Sanpaolo, Mps, Banco

Popolare e Ubi Banca.

Confermata l’assenza di soglie minime di capitale da rispettare:

obiettivo principale dei test è di fornire uno strumento di

vigilanza i cui risultati confluiranno nel processo SREP della BCE

(fase in cui eventuali misure correttive potranno essere prese in

considerazione).

Gli stress test saranno condotti alla luce di uno scenario avverso

che riflette i 4 rischi sistemici che rappresentano attualmente le

minacce più significative alla stabilità del sistema bancario UE:
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- brusca inversione dei premi per il rischio globali, amplificata da

una ridotta liquidità del mercato secondario; – deboli prospettive

di redditività per banche e assicurazioni in un contesto

caratterizzato da bassi tassi di crescita nominale e aggiustamenti

di bilancio incompleti; – aumento delle preoccupazioni sulla

sostenibilità del debito del settore pubblico e del settore privato

non finanziario; – potenziali tensioni riguardanti un sistema

bancario ombra in rapida crescita, amplificate dai rischi di

contagio e liquidità.

Come risultato combinato delle tensioni sui mercati intra ed

extra UE, lo scenario avverso prevede la seguente dinamica del

PIL UE: –1,2% nel 2016, –1,3% nel 2017 e +0,7% nel 2018.

Inoltre si considerano una riduzione tra il 2,5% e il 4,6% del

tasso di crescita cumulata nelle economie avanzate rispetto allo

scenario base nel 2018, e una riduzione tra il 4,5% e il 9,7% del

PIL totale dei paesi emergenti rispetto alle proiezioni di base

nel 2018.

Comunicato stampa Nota metodologica Scenario

macroeconomico avverso  Scenario rischio di mercato

Nuovo report FSB in materia

di riutilizzo delle garanzie

diverse dal contante

03/03/2016 17:43

Il Financial Stability Board (FSB) ha pubblicato un report sulle

possibili metodologie da utilizzare per quantificare il riutilizzo

delle garanzie costituite da attività diverse dal contante (

Non-Cash Collateral). Il documento costituisce un primo passo

verso il confronto con gli attori di mercato e i ricercatori al fine

di giungere alla definizione di misure significative da utilizzare

per valutare le dinamiche del fenomeno in questione e valutare

i rischi derivanti per la stabilità finanziaria.

Eventuali commenti e risposte alle domande presenti nel report

possono essere inviate entro il 22 aprile 2016.

Comunicato stampa  Report

Consultazione BCE

sull’ammissibilità dei sistemi

di tutela istituzionali

03/03/2016 17:42

La BCE ha pubblicato il progetto guida sull’approccio da adottare

per il riconoscimento dei sistemi di tutela istituzionale (

Institutional Protection Schemes o IPS) a fini prudenziali. Scopo

del documento è di assicurare coerenza, efficacia e trasparenza

in merito alla politica di vigilanza che sarà applicata nella

valutazione degli IPS. Il documento di consultazione definisce

l’approccio che la BCE deve seguire nel valutare il rispetto dei

requisiti necessari per il riconoscimento degli IPS. Il progetto

guida della BCE, predisposto soprattutto in vista di nuove

richieste di autorizzazione, non mette in discussione il

riconoscimento precedente di IPS esistenti.

Un’audizione pubblica è indetta per il 31 marzo 2016. La

consultazione avrà termine il 15 aprile 2016.

Comunicato stampa  Documento di consultazione

EBA: aggiornamento Q3

2015 del quadro operativo

dei rischi per il settore

bancario UE

03/03/2016 17:42

L’EBA ha pubblicato l’aggiornamento periodico del proprio

quadro operativo dei rischi (Risk Dashboard). Il documento

sintetizza i rischi principali e le vulnerabilità del sistema

bancario dell’Unione Europea tramite l’utilizzo di indicatori di

rischio calcolati su un ampio campione di banche europee (154

istituzioni su base consolidata).

I dati del Risk Dashboard mostrano un ulteriore miglioramento

della situazione patrimoniale delle banche nel terzo trimestre

2015, con un CET1 (Common Equity Tier 1) del 13,0% (+0,2%

rispetto al trimestre precedente). Sebbene la dispersione trai

paesi rimanga ampia, nessun paese presenta un CET1 inferiore

al 10%. I risultati, inoltre, evidenziano un miglioramento anche

nella qualità degli attivi e una riduzione dei non-performing loan

(NPL) dello 0,1% (e un dato puntuale del 5,9%). Ciò nonostante,

però, il livello di NPL rimane elevato e pone significative

preoccupazioni per le autorità di vigilanza. Il margine di

interesse netto rimane stabile all’1,6% mentre il rapporto

debito/equity è sceso a 15,4. In generale, i risultati mostrano una

profittabilità ancora contenuta e un RoE medio sceso al 6,4% con

una diminuzione dello 0,4% rispetto al secondo trimestre

del 2015. 

Comunicato stampa   Risk Dashboard EBA (dati al Q3 205)
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